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DATA PROCESSING EVIDENCE-IS IT DIFFERENT?
J. DAVID DEHETRE*
When uncertainty is present or can be created, an opportunity exists.
The moment this statement is accepted as a valid premise, an advocate
begins to win. His success, win or lose, is normally a function of his ability
to control uncertainty, increasing or decreasing it to his advantage. His
desire to increase or decrease this movement is determined based on the
strength of facts as they relate to his position. Success then is determined by
a combination of the facts detected and presented and the advocate's ability
to influence the level of uncertainty which is associated with those facts.
The presence of the computer influences methods of detecting and
presenting facts and adds new areas where uncertainty can be created or
reduced. Where the computer is involved, the advocate's ability to effective-
ly detect and present facts and to control the uncertainty associated with
those facts will depend, all other factors being equal, on his understanding of
the data processing environment. Tactically, as with all evidence, the
methods and effort devoted to developing, supporting, presenting, and
attacking data processing related evidence will be a function of: (1) The
materiality of the data processing evidence in the advocate's case; (2) the
level of understanding and effort devoted to preparation by the opposition;
(3) the courtroom environment in which the litigation is to take place, with
emphasis on the level of understanding of the judge and, where present, the
jury; and (4) strategic considerations relating to the need to utilize or attack
evidence as the case progresses through litigation.
This list of considerations is not significantly different from one which
could be developed with respect to any other type of evidence arising from a
new or unfamiliar environment. The inference is that in most respects facts
or evidence arising from a data processing environment are not significantly
different from any other types of facts or evidence. Doubtless, there has
been something new or strange about almost every case or class of cases ever
tried. What is different in each situation is a body of knowledge, and what
is important, in addition to the advocate's basic abilities in litigation, is his
comfort with the body of knowledge. As a professional, he has an obligation
to confront this body of knowledge in a professional manner and, when
necessary, master it.
* Manager, Management Services, Touche Ross & Co.; B.S.I.A., Yale University;
M.S.I.A., Carnegie-Mellon University; C.P.A. The author wishes to express his appre-
ciation to Richard Murray, General Counsel, Touche Ross & Co., and James A. Sprowl,
American Bar Foundation, for their assistance on the legal aspects of this article and to
his editor Timothy F. Kocian and Donald Wood, Touche Ross & Co., for their observa-
tions and constructive criticisms.
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Effective litigation within the data processing environment requires an
understanding of that environment and the related body of knowledge.
Understanding the environment will allow the advocate to make an initial
investigation and understand the materiality of the data processing evidence
involved in a specific case. He can then make a determination of the level
of effort to be devoted to the support or attack of this evidence. When a
detailed investigation is desired, the attorney will want to enlist the aid of a
data processing professional to examine the strengths and weaknesses of the
evidence involved in his case. Using the results of an investigation, the
attorney, armed with facts about the specific data processing environment,
can revert to his natural and learned instincts for litigation in developing
strategies, making evidentiary foundations, or cross-examining witnesses.
These activities build on each other and each of them requires an under-
standing of computerized data processing.
Data processing can be examined from many vantage points. This
article will view it from the perspective of the business systems auditor whose
job requires the development of techniques for analyzing data processing
systems and the procedures under which those systems are developed. The
body of knowledge developed by the accounting profession appears to closely
parallel the needs of the advocate who wishes to deal effectively and
rationally with data processing related evidence in litigation.
The objective will be to begin to tap that body of knowledge and to
learn when and how it should be used. Emphasis will be placed on
beginning the clarification process and providing the tools which will allow
continued exploration and understanding. In addition, an examination will
be made as to how the attorney can begin to use this knowledge to his
advantage.
RESULTS: WHO Is RIGHT?
2.
22
The Computer The Six-Year-Old
Is the computer result possible? The answer is yes. The reason or
reasons, however, may not be clear.' All too often the errors found on
computer output are blamed on the machine-the convenient culprit. Under-
standing the actual reasons should be the objective of the advocate looking at
1. The computer result depicted could occur due to a programming error in the
treatment of decimal points.
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data processing evidence and the housewife looking at her gas bill. They
both may face the same frustrations. The objective of this article is to begin
to alleviate this frustration through the process of understanding and the
increase of knowledge-to take the magic out of the formula and replace it
with logic.
The key to this process is the recognition that basically very little is
different about the data processing environment when distinguished from
other fields of endeavor. In fact, data processing can be the most logical
and rational environment in which the professional can work. The principal
reason it has not been understood by those who have a limited interest in the
environment can be traced to the practitioners of data processing and the
purveyors of computer equipment. Collectively, and unintentionally, they
have managed to keep the level of misunderstanding high through the
development of jargon.
Data processing jargon takes many forms and includes different dialects
such as IBM, Burroughs, NCR, Univac, and Control Data. Few, if any, of
these dialects, either in the written or spoken form, bear any relationship to
English. In a perverse sense, they collectively resemble Eskimo. For
example, in the Eskimo language, many words have evolved to describe
snow. The Eskimo, however, differs from the data processing professional.
The Eskimo knows that all of -these words mean snow. The typical data
processing professional will normally understand one form of a word and at
best two. 2  While there are an increasing number of data processing
professionals who are relearning their native language, 3 the number remains
small. Unfortunately, this means that, like the missionary entering a foreign
land, the outside professional (and the housewife) must enter the data
processing environment in one of several ways. He may attempt to learn a
new language and its dialects, he can rely on an interpreter, or he can cause
the native to speak his language.4
In most cases, the outsider will be forced to learn the language or obtain
an interpretation to facilitate communication. In any case, it will be
imperative for the translation into common language to occur if the advocate
wants to control the litigation process. If a state of uncertainty is required to
meet the attorney's objective, it will be to his benefit to understand the
situation thoroughly and then exploit it through misinterpretation.
5
Assuming that the advocate wishes to deal with the true facts or the real
uncertainties associated with those facts, an investment in translating, under-
2. The second being the IBM version if it is not his native dialect.
3. English.
4. The latter approach is the most preferable since it will also benefit the data
processing practitioner in his career development. The housewife has always been per-
sistent in getting her bill corrected and has forced this approach.
5. When rationales are used which are not understood but cannot be contested by
the opposition, judge, or jury, a "fact" may be established.
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standing and colloquilizing the facts will be required. This process can be
enhanced and the importance of the word "computer" as a barrier to
understanding can be reduced when the attorney understands and uses as his
principal guideline the following facts: Computers are machines-reliable,
marvelous, sophisticated, and so forth, but nonetheless machines. All of the
confusion surrounding the computer and the other attributes given to these
machines may be traced to one common source.-.people. People have built
the maze of misunderstanding around the computer and they are responsible
for sorting it out. People design and build computers.' People write the
programs that allow computers to operate. People translate and control the
data on which computers operate. People operate and monitor computers.
People explain computer output. And when things go wrong PEOPLE
blame the computer. Any opinions or statements contrary to those above
deserve and should normally receive a strong rebuff. The rare exception to
this rule can normally be traced to an act of God.
6
Therefore, one must consider people and their ability to communicate.
One must consider the functions performed by individuals and the import-
ance of people-oriented concepts including review, documentation and segre-
gation of duties. Collectively, these concepts, when extended into a series of
specific activities, provide control over functions performed by people. The
collective result of implementing these concepts is to establish an environ-
ment where a state of beneficial tension exists. When beneficial tension is
established in the relationships between people through implementing a
planned control structure into their day to day activities, the probability of
significant problems is reduced. For example, where documentation of
people's activities is prepared and subsequently reviewed by others on an
independent basis, the likelihood of detecting errors or deliberate misrepre-
sentations is increased. This concept should be familiar to everyone. It can
also form the framework through which attorneys litigate rationally.
Unfortunately, in many computer environments, as in other enivron-
ments, the importance of the concept of beneficial tension has not been fully
recognized. Even where it has been, the preventative, detective, and
corrective controls which can be implemented to insure the effective per-
formance of people may not have been implemented. The reasons are
familiar and include, but are not limited to, cost, a mistaken concept of trust,
and lack of knowledge. 7
6. This does not mean the computer hardware does not fail. However, when fail-
ures occur ample evidence and notification of failure is available to those responsible
for the operation of the computer. In almost all of these cases, the evidence is blatant-
as blatant as the evidence that a car is out of gas. The computer stops running.
7. Perhaps one of the best ways to understand the data processing environment is
to deal briefly with each of three primary reasons for exposure in the data processing
environment since they represent the typical end points of investigation of a data
processing control problem. In other words, they are the final or residual excuses used
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The result of not implementing appropriate controls is a high probabili-
ty of failure in the proper development and conversion of systems, in the
proper selection of data processing equipment and in the output of computer
systems. It is the potential for, or existence of, these failures or errors that
the advocate must identify and clearly define. In some cases, the emphasis
will be on identifying the possibilities for misrepresentations in the data
generated by a specific system-is it valid? In other cases, the emphasis
may be on the deficiencies in contractual matters: Were the capabilities of
a purchased computer misrepresented? Were the programs and procedures
purchased to perform a data processing application properly represented?
Has a computer service bureau carried out its contractual obligations to
provide data processing services? The identification and clarification of
to explain problems. Whether these excuses can be overcome or not is likely to
determine the end result of an argument over (or the litigation of) a data processing
problem.
Perhaps the most frequent excuse for not doing something that should have been
done is cost. "We don't do this or that because it would cost too much." The direct
answer to such an argument is that the potential cost of not doing something is much
greater. Perhaps the best place that this principle can be established is in a court of law.
The practitioners of data processing frequently obviate good controls over data process-
ing activities because they cost more than nothing, failing to recognize or weigh the cost
of the results of poor controls until they have been incurred. In many cases, the costs
associated with poor controls are not associated with the proper solution-improved
controls. Instead, the costs are accepted as normal or to be expected. For example,
"We expect a number of housewives to complain each month." Without a standard for
comparison or a directed study of the cost of a problem, it may never be reconciled to
the cost of correcting the problem. In other situations, the cost of the problem may not
be incurred for a substantial period of time due to the low probability of the problem's
occurrence. In these cases (for example acts of God, thefts, frauds, defalcations,
embezzlements) since the cost of the problem has not been incurred, the incentive
provided by regularly recurring problems-that is, recurring cost-is not provided and
the problem and its solution escape detection. Recognition of the probability of occur-
rence escapes attention in this situation due to one or both of the other primary reasons
for problems-trust and lack of knowledge.
Trust is a familiar problem in business. How often does the bookkeeper escape
with the funds due to the lack of a proper segregation of duties? the warehouseman with
the inventory? the store clerk with the goods? the insurance executive with the policy
files? Sound familiar? How about: (1) the computer operator with the copy of a
valuable mailing list on tape? (2) the computer programmer with proprietory software?
(3) the disgruntled or terminated tape librarian or computer operator destroying back-up
files? (4) the night shift operator with computer time? and (5) the computer
programmer with a payables check made out to his brother-in-law? Unlikely? No more
so than the others. Unfamiliar perhaps. More likely than other more exotic problems?
Yes. Perhaps more pertinent occurrences would be evidence created by a biased
computer program, evidence which includes unreliable or altered input data, evidence
which is not available to the purposefully inadequate retention of backup files,
or evidence which is not submitted due to a lack of awareness of available information.
Lack of Knowledge is also a familiar problem in business, as epitomized by the
following sayings:
If I only knew that, it never would have happened.
Ignorance is no excuse.
Knowledge is the source of all wisdom.
What you don't know won't hurt you.
Ignorance is bliss.
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failures or the potential for failure is possible using the systematic approach
of the business systems auditor.
THE BODY OF KNOWLEDGE
The largest barrier to effective litigation is a lack of knowledge of the
data processing environment and what is important in that environment. It
is important to understand what can go wrong, what can or should be done
to avoid problems and how to determine what is being done in a specific
instance.
In the following sections, the reader will begin to understand the
available body of knowledge and begin to prove the premise: Where
uncertainty exists or can be created, an opportunity exists. The concepts to
be dealt with are as follows: (a) Exposures, causes, and controls in the data
processing environment; (b) The impact of data processing on control; (c)
Areas of data processing control-the information processing facility, systems
development, and applications; (d) How to establish or destroy the facts;
(e) and The investigatory process.
Each of these subjects has been the center of attention in the accounting
profession for some time. The problems accountants face in performing the
audits of their clients have, out of necessity, forced them to understand and
grapple with the significance of potential problems in the technical area of
data processing. As a result, the literature which has been generated on
each of these subjects is substantial."
Exposures, Causes and Controls in the Data Processing Environment
The emphasis in this review of data processing will be on controls. The
presence or lack of controls has a direct impact on the quality of information
produced from computer records. Without adequate controls, information
produced as evidence in litigation is highly suspect.
8. The preparation of this article has been greatly facilitated by the consolidating
and clarifying efforts which have taken place within our firm over the last few years to
enable the internal personnel to effectively perform and communicate the findings of
their investigative efforts into data processing systems. Members of the firm are present-
ly in the process of publishing a text on this subject under the auspices of the Institute of
Internal Auditors: Computer Control and Audit, by William C. Mair, Donald R. Wood,
and Keagle W. Davis. This article includes the liberal use of material being prepared for
that publication.
It should be noted at this time that the effort the firm is making in these
publications is not entirely gratuitous. It is clear to us that the further the understanding
of these concepts can be disseminated, the easier our job will become as auditors.
Clearly, if an emphasis on meaningful and cost effective computer controls can be
established, the exposure we face in our job as auditors can be reduced. We believe it is
equally likely that all areas of professional endeavor will benefit. Moreover, we believe
the benefits to be derived are not intangible benefits. Our experience indicates that the
effective use of data processing controls creates an environment where the cost of day-to-
day operations is reduced.
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In beginning the discussion of the computer environment, specifically
computer control, there are two essential thoughts to keep in mind: (1) Al-
though the existence of a computer requires new control techniques and
certain differences in emphasis, the basic concepts of control remain un-
changed; (2) In evaluating controls, one does not separate the manual and
the computerized portions of a system, but evaluates the control over the
total system from the initiation of transactions through final reports or evi-
dence. Controls can be discussed in many ways. This discussion will begin
by examining the nature of exposures and -the corresponding causes with
which controls are intended to deal.
Exposures
Exposures are the negative results of a failure to implement adequate
controls. Controls exist to reduce exposures. Therefore, before it is
possible to evaluate the adequacy of controls, one must understand the
exposures which controls exist to prevent, detect, or correct. The exposures
that a business organization is most likely to encounter, and the areas where
computers will likely be in question in litigation, include: erroneous
recordkeeping; loss or destruction of assets; excessive costs; fraud and
embezzlement; unacceptable policies; erroneous management decisions; com-
petitive disadvantage; business interruption; and statutory sanctions. These
exposures are not all mutually exclusive or all inclusive. Their purpose is to
express what can go wrong in terms that people can understand.
Erroneous recordkeeping is the recording of transactions contrary to
established policies. The errors may involve the time of recognition,
amounts, or classification. Erroneous recordkeeping will often accompany
other exposures and is the exposure most frequently associated with the need
for controls. Also, it is the area where the most subtle misrepresentations
can occur in computer evidence. For example, an erroneous accounts
receivable listing used in the normal course of business may be entered as
evidence under the shop book rules.
Loss or destruction of assets refers to the loss of physical assets, monies,
or claims to monies. Computer records including programs and data
represent valuable assets. Negligence in the protection of computer records
or their retention would be related legal issues.
Excessive costs include any expenses of the business which should be
readily avoided. Suits to recover costs paid for a poorly developed system
could be a legal issue. A related situation is the loss of revenues to which
the organization is fairly entitled due to the failure of a system. Stockholder
suits for mismanagement due to the failure of a system would be a related
legal issue.
Fraud and embezzlement can be perpetrated at different levels-
against management or by management. Direct misappropriation of funds is
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only one manidestation of fraud. Deliberate misinformation to management
or investors is also fraudulent, even if done only to keep one's job. Oppor-
tunities for both can exist in computerized systems.
Unacceptable policies is the establishment or implementation of policies
not generally accepted or appropriate to the circumstances. Unacceptable
policies may be unknowingly imbedded in systems. This could also lead to
further exposures such as statutory sanctions.
Erroneous management decisions are objectionable in themselves but
will also lead to other exposures. They can arise due to misleading
information, lack of information, or errors in judgment.
Competitive disadvantage relates to any inability of an organization to
effectively remain abreast of the demands of the marketplace or to respond
effectively to competitive challenges.
Business interruption may include anything from a temporary suspen-
sion of operations to a permanent termination of the enterprise. In an
increasing number of companies, there is a high probability of losing the
ability to do business after the loss of computer facilities and records.
Statutory sanctions refers to any of the penalties which may be brought
by judicial or regulatory authorities having jurisdiction over an organiza-
tion's operations.
Causes of Exposures
Exposures do not arise simply due to a lack of controls. Exposures are
caused by something. Controls act to reduce or eliminate these causes, but,
even without controls, the causes must exist before exposures result.
A cause may generate more than one type of exposure. No simple
one-to-one relationship exists. Furthermore, the various exposures that can
arise from a particular cause would not normally arise with equal probabili-
ty. For example, in a bank, the loss of a check after it had been partially
processed would certainly cause erroneous bookkeeping because credit would
be given for the deposit, but it could not be charged against the proper
account. Excessive cost would also result because an extensive error
correction activity would be necessary. If very many items were lost, the
bank might have to interrupt normal operations in an attempt to recover.
The granting of credit for deposit, without being able to deduct from the
appropriate account, would constitute a loss of assets. Finally, the aware-
ness by the depositor that the bank was losing such transactions could cause
him to place his business with a competitor.
Figure 1 illustrates the relationships discussed in this example. The table
lists the cause of exposure at the top and the resulting exposures down the
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side.9  The intersecting numbers are an indication of the general likelihood
that the cause will lead to a particular exposure using the following
scale: "3"-Very likely to occur; "2"-Likely to occur; "l"--Can occur;
and "-"-Generally little effect.
FIGURE 1
ILLUSTRATIVE RELATIONSHIP OF CAUSE TO EXPOSURES
Exposures: Cause of Exposure:
Check Lost After Deposit
Erroneous record keeping 3









It may be stated that an exposure is really the effect of a cause (stated
in dollars) times the probable frequency of its occurrence. A control acts to
reduce a cause of exposure, rather than directly impacting the exposure
itself.10 Therefore, while controls are intended to limit exposures, they
actually act upon a cause.
9. Only one cause is included in this example. If additional causes are added, a
matrix or control evaluation table relating to all relevant causes is created. An example
of an expanded control evaluation table is included in the appendix.
10. Specific controls can be classified into three types: Prevention, detection, and
correction. Prevention controls are those controls which reduce the frequency at which
causes of exposure of errors occur. These act as a guide to help things happen as they
should, for example, instructions on a form. Often they are passive, involving no direct
physical activity. The cost of preventing all violations normally exceeds the cost of
detecting and correcting a reasonable number of violations purposely allowed. Finally,
prevention controls are often so subtly imbedded within a process that persons involved
in the operation may not even be conscious of their existence.
A detection control does not prevent undesirable events from occurring, but rather
triggers an alarm after they have occurred. These controls may terminate further
processing or merely register the passage of errors. This monitoring function is usually
accomplished by some direct activity such as keypunch verification or comparison of
totals and in many cases is quite reliable. Unlike prevention controls, persons involved
with detection controls will be conscious of their existence. Furthermore, this conscious-
ness is mandatory if such controls are to be effective; the alarm provided by a detection
control is useless if no one is listening. Because prevention controls are often passive, a
detection control is needed to determine whether the prevention control is working. Even
if prevention controls were working with complete certainty, management would have no
way of gaining assurance of this without attendant detection controls.
Detection that a cause of exposure has occurred is just that. Correction controls
are always needed to investigate the errors which have been detected and to resolve them
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Various control techniques can affect a particular cause, and a particu-
lar cause can be controlled by various techniques. All of the controls that
could be exercised over a particular cause need not be utilized--only those
which are sufficient to effectively limit the exposure. A frequent reaction on
finding that a particular control is not used is to consider this a "weakness".
For example, auditors are sometimes tempted to request that all
conceivable controls be implemented simultaneously over a particular
process. This is not necessary (and is in fact wasteful) if the controls that
already are implemented are sufficient to control the specific cause. The
effect of one control serving in lieu of another is generally referred to as a
"compensating control". What is important is that all causes are identified,
considered and "controlled".
The relationship between controls and causes is depicted in Figure 2.
Again, the cause of exposure is listed across the top, but here the controls
are listed along the side. Furthermore, the numbers in the intersecting
squares signify the likelihood of a particular control impacting a particular
cause using the following scale: "3"-Reliably controls applicable cause;
"2"--Controls cause, but should be accompanied by additional controls;
"l"-Useful, but not necessarily effective; "-"--Generally little effect. In
many cases, one control can act on a variety of causes to reduce exposures.
FIGURE 2
ILLUSTRATIVE RELATIONSHIP OF CONTROLS
TO THE CAUSE OF EXPOSURES
Controls: Cause of Exposure:
Check Lost After Deposit






Backup and recovery 3
Fire detection
Quality of Control
The tables in Figures 1 and 2 can be combined into one "control
evaluation table" by simply placing one over the other so that the causes of
exposure are aligned. This has been done in Figure 3. This three-element
relationship of control-cause-exposure can be used to analyze the "quality"
of control.
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FIGURE 3
ILLUSTRATIVE CONTROL EVALUATION TABLE
Controls: Cause of Exposure:
Check Lost After Deposit










3 Erroneous record keeping
2 Loss or destruction of assets
2 Excessive costs







Having understood the basic relationships between exposures, it is
important to understand one primary assumption: All possible causes do
exist. No system completely devoid of causes of exposure, having no
reason for responsive controls, has ever been devised. Unfortunately,
however, many computer systems have been designed on this fallacious
premise.
Recognizing that causes of exposure always exist, it is possible to
analyze the various controls that would affect those causes and determine
whether they are effectively implemented. Controls that are found not to
exist or do not operate effectively are deleted from the evaluation table, with
deletion of the associated effect on causes of exposure. Each cause of
exposure is then reviewed for the controls over it. This review includes
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consideration of how reliable each control is expected to be in the specific
situation. Following this review, a judgment can be made regarding the
likelihood that each cause of exposure could occur, remain undetected, or
fail to be corrected. Another judgment can then be made regarding the
probable exposures. Given this analysis of controls, one can then conclude
whether the particular cause is likely to be uncontrolled or overcontrolled
and the magnitude of the resulting exposures and associated costs.
The Impact of EDP on Control
The introduction of computerized data processing generally has three
major organizational effects on control. First, the use of a computer usually
involves the storage of large amounts of information in once place. This
information is itself an asset. For example, the record of a customer's
account balance may be one of the most important things that the organiza-
tion has. This results in a much greater emphasis on the security of
corporate information.
Second, the introduction of a computer has an impact on the organiza-
tion itself. Whereas the processing of particular business information was
usually centralized within one department under precomputer organiza-
tions, 1 the introduction of a computer has normally added two more
departments to this processing-systems management' 2 and the information
processing facility.' 3 As a result, where formerly one department was
responsible for the processing of particular information, the addition of a
computer to centrally perform a portion of the processing has actually
decentralized the processing of that information. Where a single department
head could formerly control all aspects of the processing, he must now share
his supervisory control with two more department heads. If no other
organizational change is made, this may lead to a situation where the only
executive having common authority over all phases of the processing is as
high as the president of the organization. This authority over all phases of
processing may be termed the "lowest level of common supervision". The
appropriately. A decision might be made that corrective action does not justify its cost,
but this decision must be made consciously and consistently-not by default. Also,
items that cause errors are often more difficult to handle than normal items, or the errors
might not have occurred in the first place. Proper correction might also be difficult.
Therefore, all items that are corrected must subsequently be reprocessed through the
same or a more stringent set of detection controls. Detection controls over correction
controls are quite essential because error correction itself is a highly error-prone activity.
11. For example, the accounts payable department or the accounts receivable
department.
12. Systems management includes the data processing personnel responsible for the
design and programming of systems and the management of their implementation.
13. Information processing facility includes physical facilities and the data process-
ing personnel responsible for the operation of the computer, maintenance of the
computer files, forms and so forth required to process information originating in other
departments.
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phenomenon that one observes by the introduction of a computer is an
upward shift in this lowest level of common supervision. The control
implications of this phenomenon are significant. Where a single manager
could formerly exercise overall supervision, now no one does. Certainly no
business president has the time available to exercise the same level of
supervision over all the various information processing applicotions as did
the many individual managers when they had supervisory control over all
phases of the processing of particular information.
This upward shift in the lowest level of common supervision results in
the third effect-an increased need for an effective audit. Because no one
below top management has authority over a complete process and because
top management has limited time, auditors, functioning at the top of the
hierarchy of a system of controls, become the reconnaissance force for top
management. To perform this role effectively, auditors must not only have
the skills to evaluate the activities of the many functional departments, but
also the technical skills needed to review the activities of the computer
departments.
In addition to these major organizational effects, there are several
secondary effects. There is an abbreviation of manual controls and more
reliance on machine-oriented controls. There is often a shift of data
origination away from the ultimate users of that data. Transaction trails
become subject to discontinuity because there may no longer be a one-to-one
correspondence between data entry and output. There is often a shift in the
points at which controls are implemented. Controls must be more explicit
because many of the processing points which formerly presented opportuni-
ties for human judgment have been abridged or eliminated. The quality of
documentation about the system becomes more critical because records
which may have previously existed in hard copy or printed form are now
frequently imbedded in computer files.
14
Areas of Data Processing Control
Controls which have emanated from the above effects and are part of
the computerized segment of a system are generally discussed in terms of
three areas. The first area to which controls are applied is the information
processing facility (IPF). IPF controls affect the computer installation and
environment, and how most or possibly all applications are processed within
the facility. Representative IPF control areas include security over the
14. Typical computer files include magnetic discs and tapes on which a computer
device can "write" a series of letters or digits in the form of a series of coded
combinations of magnetic spots. Based on programmed instructions, the computer writes
out the appropriate spots, representing logical data, in a specified format. Using
comparable program instructions, the spots can be "read" by the computer device during
subsequent processing. Without the instructions, the computer and the device (tape or
disc drive), the information remains invisible.
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computer equipment and files and the organization and segregation of duties
among data processing functions. The second area requiring controls is
systems management (SM). SM controls assure that the planning and
original development of applications together with subsequent changes are
performed in a prudent, secure, and systematic manner. Representative
controls include the documentation of computer systems and procedures for
the review of program changes. Application controls constitute the third
area. These controls are unique to individual transaction cycles or systems.
Representative controls include batch balancing of deposits transactions in an
accounts receivable application to assure all deposits are posted to a
customer account and a program edit of hours worked by employees in a
payroll application to identify excessive overtime.
A discussion of the control objectives and some common controls within
these areas is included in the appendix. Also included in the appendix is a
detailed control evaluation table for use in evaluating IPF controls. Similar
tables are available for the evaluation of controls in the areas of systems
management and applications. In the following sections, the process through
which the use of these tables and the related control concepts can be put to
work by the attorney will be described.
How to Establish or Destroy the Facts
The key to establishing or destroying computer related evidence is an
in-depth knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the evidence, including
the quality of the control structure within which the evidence has been
created. In-depth knowledge results from a structured investigatory process
and can be used in a methodical manner to uncover the truth. Alternative-
ly, only selected pieces of information are used in an attempt to establish a
biased point of view. In either case, the foundation on which a sound case
can be built is knowledge.
The following section will deal with suggestions on the investigatory
process in the data processing environment. Before considering those
suggestions, consider an example of how one would use the information
sought in that process. In the courtroom, computer-produced evidence has
been admitted. The information in the report is damaging to your case.
For the purposes of discussion, it will be assumed that the report lists 25
construction projects and displays the total revenue, the total expense, and
the net profit on the projects. The projects were managed by the company
which presented the report. The report was submitted as proof of the profit
made on the projects. Your client has a part interest in the projects and is
contesting the amount of profit presented. 15 The original agreement be-
15. Alternatively, the report could support the case. It might also be part of the
evidence which supports an assertion that contract programming was done incorrectly.
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tween the parties provided for a specified method of computing profits. The
management company contends that this method was used in the preparation
of the report, and has presented as its key witness the accountant responsible
for the bookkeeping on the projects.
In early testimony by the accountant, it was established that the report
presented was not prepared by him. Instead, he indicated it was printed by
the computer. The programs used were newly developed by the company's
programmer 16 to include the complexities of the special method of computa-
tion of profit as related by the accountant. The programs were run against
the company's "regular" project files located in the installation's computer
room. The accountant was not aware of who was responsible for selecting the
files used, who operated the computer, or the actual time that the report was
prepared. The programmer had returned the completed report to him
several days after the request was made.
The accountant testified that he had compared several of the revenue
figures on the report to available general ledger figures for the projects and
found them to be accurate. However, due to the complexities involved in
the methods specified for the inclusion and allocation of applicable expenses,
he had not verified the total expense in detail. He did feel, though, that the
totals were reasonable.
While this situation presents many avenues for investigations, including
detailed audits of records and recomputation of the results, the discussion
will concentrate on the possibilities for discrediting the report presented
based on probable failures in the application of sound data processing
controls.
In considering the following fact pattern, the systems development
controls which have been obviated will be identified. The programmer
obtained a verbal description of the required task. While he may have
made notes on the requirements he heard, he did not receive a copy of the
agreement, and he did not present a description of the methodology in his
program to the accountant for verification. These facts indicate poor
documentation of the concept to be programmed and the resulting program.
The programmer created the program by himself. The accountant did
not review the methodology nor is there any indication that a supervisor in
the data processing function was involved. This lack of review allows errors
to go undetected.
The programmer presented only one final set of results. Normally, a
manually prepared sample of input and results is prepared. The sample
input is processed by the programs developed and the computer results are
compared to the manual results. Apparently, neither the programmer nor
16. Alternatively, a contract might have been let to a third party to create the
programs and to perform the required processing.
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the accountant cared about this basic control. The final results looked
"good" to the accountant. Thus, the testing of this program was also
inadequate.
Questions can be raised whenever there appears to be a lack of review
or a lack of information which is required for adequate review. There-
fore, even if the advocate had found that a supervisor was reported to have
reviewed the programmer's work, serious reservations as to the quality of the
review would remain unless the supervisor had reviewed documentation on
the methodology to be used and the results of tests of the programs.
Without this information, the supervisor's statement that a review was
performed would prove little beyond the fact that the programmer was
present and accounted for on the day the review was performed.
There are a number of people who might have had an active role in the
preparation of the report but who were not presented as witnesses in the
example. They include at least the programmer and the computer operator.
If no operator was involved and the programmer operated the computer
himself, it is possible that he completed his work with only a cursory review
by the accountant. If this is true, none of the desirable computer-related
controls would have been utilized in the preparation of the report, making it
error prone if not erroneous. That situation is very favorable for the use of
rhetoric to create uncertainty.
A primary installation control, segregation of the duties of programmers
from those of operators of computer equipment, is obviated if the program-
mer was responsible for running the computer when the report was prepared.
While programmers usually have the ability to operate the computer, the
review control provided by causing the programmer to make a clear
explanation of what is to be done to another person is lost when he does his
own operating.
When the programmer operates, he also faces the temptation of "patch-
ing" his program when errors are detected while operating. In this process,
the copy of the program in the computer is altered with no change being
made to the program used as input to start the processing. When this is done,
the only reusable copy of the program lacks the changes which were made
during processing. Any errors in the final results due to a patch would not
be detected even if the detail code in the original program were reviewed.
If the programmer operated the computer and was also responsible for
locating the tape files which contained the data used in the processing, the
risk of using untimely and therefore inaccurate data was present. The
programmer, who does not use the files regularly, is likely to be unfamiliar
with the location of the correct file. This risk is also present when an
operator operates the computer and is responsible for selecting a file.
Independent control of files through a separate librarian provides a desirable
check.
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If an operator was used to execute the program, several other exposures
to error would be reduced. These include exposures associated with
a lack of proper training in the operation of the equipment and handling of
other materials in the computer room.
If these facts are all true, the credibility of the project report is in
question. If these facts represent the procedures normally followed at the
installation in question, other reports generated there would also be in
question, including the general ledger report to which the accountant referred
in comparing the revenue numbers.
17
The discussion above demonstrates the possibilities presented by the
introduction of a single report. Each of the controls discussed is included in
control evaluation tables discussed above and in the appendix. The expo-
sure being investigated was the possibility of an inaccurate report. The
causes are the common ones which always exist, including many possibilities
for human error, to say nothing of the probability of misstatement due to an
adversary position.
This example raised only those questions which would discredit the
report. Although it would be possible to ask potentially damaging questions
without prior investigation, relying solely on rhetoric to damage an opponent's
case, this approach can be very dangerous. It is likely that the responses
received in this mode would be biased and affirmative of the opponent's
position. This approach should only be used as a last resort. Prior
knowledge of the controls not present would have allowed asking only those
questions which would evoke negative responses, responses which would
reduce the credibility of the report and add substance to the case.
Had the advocate been representing the company which prepared the
report, he should have been equally as interested in the controls utilized.
His responsibility would be to demonstrate that the client had exercised due
care in the preparation of the report. The extra effort required to provide
this demonstration reduces the possibility of the successful use of rhetoric by
an opponent. Instead, he can put his opponent on the defensive. In either
posture, the key to winning, or not losing, is having the foundation of
knowledge based on investigation. The next section will develop a general-
ized approach to performing such an investigation.
The objective of such an investigation in the example would be to
clarify the facts in each of the areas where questions exist. If the investiga-
tion showed that the concerns over the accuracy of the report due to missing
controls were well-founded, the logical conclusion would be to verify the
report through each stage of its preparation. If traditional audit verification
17. The reader will recall that the only control which the accountant applied in
verifying the project report was to compare the revenue figures on the report to general
ledger revenue figures.
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steps showed that the data on the file used to produce the report was
accurate and additional concerns remained over the operation of the pro-
gram which generated the report, those concerns could be dealt with in
several ways. The most desirable method is to independently perform the
calculations which the program logic was reported to contain and compare
the results to the report presented in evidence. Traditionally, auditors have
accomplished this task by manually performing the calculations for a sample
of the items (projects) included in the report. While this approach retains
its appeal in many cases, in other cases 100 percent verification is required
or desirable. In the case of the report in the example, errors in any one of
the projects could represent substantial amounts so 100 percent verification
might be desirable.
When 100 percent verification of calculations on large data files is
desirable, an approach called parallel simulation may be used. In this
process, a simplified program written in an English-like computer language is
used to read the computer data files and prepare reports. The reports
present the data on the file along with the results of computations performed
on the data. In the example, such a program could select and summarize
the data for the projects from the computer files containing the project data
and compute the profit figures based on the logic in the contract. The net
result would be a complete replication of the work of the programmer and all
the others involved in preparing the original report. Due to the development
of generalized software' s packages in recent years, the process of parallel
simulation has been greatly facilitated and is being used economically in an
increasing number of audit situations. Generalized software is frequently
used to select samples of data from computer files for review and verifica-
tion. In the example, detailed expense information on the project files could
be reviewed using this approach. For example, the payments file associated
with the projects in question could be examined to detect large payments or
to summarize payments made to project vendors. These results could then be
reviewed to determine whether the examination of detail payments is in
order, and if so, which ones.
The Investigatory Process
In this section, the experience auditors have gained in investigating
computer systems will be examined. The process auditors use in investigat-
ing computer systems is similar to diagnosis in the medical profession. The
basic steps in this process flow in a logical manner and can be applied by
18. The term "generalized software" covers a family of high level English-like
programming languages which provide ease of programming while sacrificing flexibility.
These languages are particularly useful in analysis of available computer files. Touche
Ross & Co. has developed its own generalized package called STRATA which is widely
used in such situations.
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either side in litigation. One side will be interested in establishing his case;
the other in discrediting a case. Both will have reason to look at the same
information. The steps are outlined below.
Preliminary determination of the materiality of data processing
The first step in the process is to determine if data processing has any
bearing on the case. The preliminary reasons data processing may be
important should be listed, including any specific items of evidence to be
considered and suspicions as to the viability of data presented.
The areas of concern or interest should be classified. Is there an
interest in data generated in an operating application? (Have problems
been experienced in the output of a specific application, a report, customer
bills, etc.?) Is there a concern about the development process which was
used for an existing system? (Were the results of a development project
unsatisfactory?) Is there a need to develop a volume of new or special
data? Is the overall operation of an information processing facility in
question? (Has information been lost? Were the results of processing at a
service bureau unsatisfactory?) Alternatively, is there some reason to
believe that data processing rhetoric can be used to create an issue?
The reason or reasons data processing may be an issue should be
documented, and a list of specific objectives should be developed as a guide
in determining how far preparation for the case should go. The objective in
this step is to have a documented rationale as a guide in proceeding to the
next step.
Perform initial investigation
The objective in the second step is to obtain a rapid confirmation or
denial of the suppositions developed in the first step, gathering relevant
information to support one's understanding. To facilitate this and later
steps, consideration should be given to obtaining assistance from qualified
technical personnel. Many apparent problems may have straightforward
answers, obviating the need for a substantial amount of effort.
Consideration should also be given to the use of available question-
naires about the data processing environment, modified to address specific
concerns. A variety of questionnaires is available for each area of
investigation.1" They provide for the identification of specific controls
represented by the installation and can be used in conjunction with the
control evaluation tables. The questionnaires normally specify the items of
19. Touche Ross & Co. and other CPA firms submit questionnaires to each of their
clients who make use of data processing. Information on the availability of question-
naires currently in use can be obtained by contacting representatives of the firms.
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documentation which the installation should produce for review in support of
its representations.
Selection and modification of the questionnaires will require analysis of
the specific areas of exposure and causes to be evaluated, tracing these back
to relevant controls. Methods of administration of the questionnaires will
vary. Where the client is responsible for the data processing installation in
question, preparation of responses can be delegated to the client subject to
review. Where the adversary is responsible, additional steps, including
making special arrangements for interviews or depositions, will be required.
Separate questionnaires can be presented to the various individuals
involved with a system to obtain a series of answers to the same question.
For example, personnel who might be familiar with the same system would
include the users of the data, data processing personnel responsible for its
processing, and internal auditors who have reason to review the data
processing operations or the results of applications on an historical basis.
In all cases, the use of questionnaires should be supported by interviews
with key personnel. Where documentation is not present, a frequent
occurrence in the case of many applications, an in-depth interview with the
systems analyst responsible for the application may be required. The
systems analyst is specifically identified since he is the one most likely to be
able to communicate the details of an application in a clear and precise
manner. Where a knowledgable individual cannot be identified, prima
facie evidence of problems is present. Action to be taken will vary
depending on the advocate's position-supporting or destroying.
Once these activities are completed, the results and supporting docu-
mentation should be reviewed to determine whether they support the initial
objectives. Important controls which are not represented to exist at the
installation should be listed. Inconsistencies between the representations of
controls and the supporting documentation presented and between the
several questionnaires presented to different individuals should be tabulated.
Missing controls which are critical to the system's operation and all
inconsistencies should be summarized. Where inadequate documentation
has been presented to evaluate the nature or existence of a control, follow-up
steps should be identified.
When this phase is completed, a documented understanding of the
application, systems development process, or information processing facility
in question, including the specific identification of transactions, files, proce-
dures, and controls, should exist. Any gaps in understanding should be
clearly identified as should areas of opportunity or exposure. Examples of
these would be interesting or provocative transactions or items of data in the
file of the application being investigated or the lack of important controls.
Missing controls could include poor segregation of duties, inadequate
procedures, inadequate review of performance in any area, or missing
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application edits20 which would prevent or detect errors and whose absence
implies the likelihood of erroneous information on -files. Incidentally, the
preliminary review process has application where special computer analyses
of data are to be developed for the attorney. A review should be made of
the installation to perform the work to assure defensible results.
21
Determine the additional effort expended
In the third phase, the objective is to identify areas where additional
effort might be devoted to attacking or supporting the evidence based on the
results of the initial investigation. In attacking evidence or some part of an
installation, consider whether preliminary information gathered is adequate
to make the case or whether additional assurance is required. (Is the list of
questions long enough?) Where the attorney is on the offensive, he should
identify specific areas where additional investigation is required to attack the
evidence presented. Tests should be specified to determine if key controls
which have been represented to exist are actually working. If the attorney is
on the defensive and important controls are missing, he should identify
specific areas where additional support should be provided for the adequacy
of controls. First, he should identify important compensating controls which
do exist. Reference should be made to control evaluation tables to identify
the compensating controls and tests should be specified to support their
reliable operation. Where the attorney is preparing special evidence, he
should specify the controls to be exercised in the development process, from
programming through execution, in addition to preparing detail specifications
for the required analyses.
In all cases, the determination of the level of effort should recognize
time constraints. Impositions on time can result from the litigation process.
They can also be compounded by the tasks being defined to develop,
support, or attack evidence. 22 Where time is of the essence, modifications
or alternative approaches may be in order. In some cases, it may be
necessary to forego desirable analyses. In other cases, it may be possible to
use generalized software to facilitate the process. Where time is not of the
20. Edits are logical checks performed by computer programs to assure that
incoming data meets defined accuracy criteria. For example, program edits are used to
verify that only numeric information is included in a numeric input field. Additional
edits might check the same fields for numbers appearing in a table of valid values or for
numbers in a certain range-between 1 and 10 for example. Edits are also used to
compare key fields in input data to assure that matching records are present on a
computer file and so forth.
21. Two reviews may be required if an organization or personnel separate from the
computer facility are to perform design and programming activities.
22. For example, tasks which require complex programming or the analysis of
substantial amounts of data can take on all the aspects of a systems development project.
The activities to accomplish such a task, including design, appropriate reviews, program-
ming, testing of programs, execution of the computer job and analysis of the results, can
stretch out over a considerable period of time.
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essence, the costs involved in further study may be excessive. Expected
costs can be derived from clear task definitions which infer the types and
amounts of resources required to accomplish the task. Judgments on the
probability of favorable results and the value of results versus the effort
required must be made.
The availability of qualified personnel and computer facilities to per-
form investigative work or special analyses should also be considered a
constraint. Both people and facilities must be competent for the task and
under the "control" of the attorney.
The data required to make analyses or to evaluate the quality of
controls in greater depth may also limit further work. Initial investigative
efforts may indicate that the required data is not available. Also, rulings in
the discovery process may preclude access to certain data.
One end product of this phase should be a detailed work plan for the
accomplishment of the remaining tasks with responsibilities and effort clearly
defined. The specific objectives of each task, the expected results, and the
probability of success should be clearly understood. Only those tasks which
are expected to add to the substance of the case should be included.
Another end product should be a plan for the use of information
developed in the investigative phases. This plan should be developed based
on known and expected results and coordinated with other strategies in the
case. If no further investigation is to be done, the facts available at this
point constitute the basis for the attorney's case.
Perform the detailed investigations of areas of strength and weakness
specified in the prior phase
Develop strategies and supportive materials
In the final phase, the results of the detailed investigative phase are
reviewed in conjunction with material discovered in earlier phases to evalu-
ate the strengths and weaknesses of the evidence uncovered and its impact
on the case. The objective of the review is to develop strategies for
approaching the evidence which reflect the advocate's bias. The findings
should be organized and translated into usable material for the courtroom
including: (i) depositions on the development procedures used and
controls exercised; and (ii) cross-examination questions. After the above
steps have been completed, the advocate should be prepared to try his case.
The knowledge gained in this process will enhance his control over the
uncertainty in the case and should add a measure to his success.
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APPENDIX
INTRODUCTION TO DATA PROCESSING CONTROLS
INFORMATION PROCESSING FACILrY CONTROLS
Organizational Controls
An Electronic Data Processing (EDP) department is unique in its variety of
functions, responsibilities, skills, and characteristics. It is useful to understand the wide
range of EDP functional activities as a basis for discussions on how these activities can
best be grouped organizationally for maximum operating effectiveness and control. The
major functions include: (a) Operation and production (includes computer operations,
data conversion, input-output controls, and report distribution); (b) project-type func-
tions (includes feasibility studies, systems analysis, system design, programming, testing
and conversion); (c) technical services functions (includes continuing analysis of
hardware, software, systems technology, and quality control). The characteristics and
responsibilities of these three major functional areas are shown in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1
CHARACTERISTIcs AND RESPONSIBILmES OF EDP FUNcTIONS
FUNCTIONAL GROUP
GROUPINGS FUNCTIONS INCLUDED CHARACTERISTICS RESPONSIBILITIES
EDP OPERATIONS Operation of computer and Highly repetitive workloads Achiece efficiency for group as
related eqcipmrnrt predictable and subject o a whole
Data conversion scheduling ,Maintain committed schedules
Library Operations routine, require High level of accuracy for data
Control group supercisiro pr
Instructions necesaty Maintain quality -rIu
Operations subject to perfor. for group as. whole
mono, reesirapeunt
Visible results for users
Quality of controls quickly
determinable
PROJECT Systems developmtent Only noninally repetitive Understand objectives, restonsibili-
FUNCTIONS Procedures and forro Long duration ties and functioning of user
Quantitatine analysis Projects with structured organization
Programming activities for visibte Improve effectlveners of user through
interim resulta application of EDP processing






TECHNICAL Equipmnt selection Highly technical Technical support to operating and
SERVICES Software and operating Results may have low user project fuctiots
FUNCTIONS system election visibility Improve efficiency and effectiveness
Quality rasuaroce of operating and project functions
Oeveloptnent and maintenance of
standards for tornputar operations
Monitor coopliance with standards
In addition to the line-type functions indicated above, the EDP department will also
have conventional staff-type functions. The size and scope of these staff functions will
be commensurate with the size and mission of the department itself.
Appropriate organizational structures for a large and a small EDP department are
shown in Figure 2. In both cases, the organizational arrangement results in operational
effectiveness and satisfactory controls through the segregation of responsibilities for
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Within the larger organization, separate managers are assigned these different
functions. Within the smaller organization, some functions have been combined. Sepa-
ration, however, is still maintained between programming, computer operations, library
files and data control.
Hardware/Software Controls
Important controls within any EDP application are derived from the capabilities of
the equipment and the installation software. These technical controls applied by the
equipment and the installation software should be understood by the system designer and
auditor and should be considered separate elements from those applied by applications
controls contained in the procedures and standards.
In large measure, the application of these technical controls results from an
interaction of hardware and software. The detailed tasks and methods for applying these
controls vary among vendors, computer models, and versions of software. It is more
appropriate, therefore, to discuss the basic controls rather than how they are applied
under all the various arrangements.
Computer Equipment
The terms "equipment," "hardware," and "computer" are frequently used inter-
changeably in describing EDP facilities. These terms, however, do have different
shades of meaning. "Equipment" and "hardware" are inclusive terms. They generally
take in all working equipment within a computer facility, including items which are not
part of the computer itself. "Computer," when the term is used specifically, applies to an
interconnected group of equipment modules which function together for the processing
of data. A computer includes a central processing unit (CPU) and a group of connected
devices known generically as peripherals. The CPU performs arithmetic, logic, and most
control functions. The peripherals serve two general purposes: input/output (I/O) and
data storage.
Installation Software
Installation software consists of the programmed routines designed to control and
support the processing function of the computer for the execution of application
programs. InStallation software includes a number of elements: operating systems, data
management systems, software utilities, and language translators. Operating systems
control the functioning of all elements of a computer configuration and application
programs. Operating systems include facilities to perform much of the handling and
control of application files, execute multiple applications or jobs concurrently in inter-
level fashion, and provide protection capabilities to limit access to specified data or
programs on the basis of appropriate "keys". Data management systems are specialized
file management software for complex information structures or data bases. Software
utilities are programs or sets of programs which provide commonly encountered data
handling functions, such as sorting data, merging files, reading data from cards, reading
data from tape, output to cards, output to tape, and others. Language translators,
compilers and assemblers accept coding written by programmers and convert it to
matching language for processing by computer.
There are four specific objectives of installation hardware and software controls:
(1) Detection of errors; (2) prevention of unauthorized access to and use of data,
programs, and equipment; (3) recording of activities performed by the computer installa-
tion; and (4) supporting effective utilization of the computer.
Computer Center Operations Controls
Unsatisfactory control conditions encountered in computer centers frequently repre-
sent a carrying forward of the practices prevalent in the use of early generations of
computers and predecessor punched card installations. During this time the computer
operator provided the linkage for all elements of processing. In addition to running the
computer, the operator usually handled most of the library functions and whatever
balancing controls were performed, and often resolved and corrected errors in data and
programs.
Facility for sharp improvements in operating controls generally came about follow-
ing installation of third generation computers and associated operating system capabili-
ties when many of the repetitive, time-consuming tasks were built into software. Systems
design changes have been made which combine to make for a more controllable
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environment in today's computer operations centers. Today programs are designed to
run continuously, and errors no longer interrupt processing. The operator is no longer
required, and should not be allowed, to make decisions on dispositions of errors or
discrepancies. Error handling has undergone major changes. On most computers today,
error reports are prepared for users, who make dispositions and enter corrections.
Control techniques and disciplines have also evolved which should replace prior practices
in all installations.
In addition to controls applied through EDP organizations and by hardware and
software, a number of other control techniques can be identified, including: (a)
Comparison of actual computer utilization with scheduled utilization and authorization
of computer use; (b) computer center supervision; (c) security exercised over files by a
library function; and (d) rotation of jobs.
Figure 3 is a two-page control evaluation table which illustrates the causes and
controls relating to the information processing facility. Similar tables exist for systems
development activities and for the input, processing and output activities of applications
which will be discussed below.
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SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT CONTROLS
System Development
When computers first entered the business scene, systems efforts carried a heavy
technical emphasis. Management was minimal, and cost overruns abounded. Concen-
tration was chiefly on the technical bottlenecks in system development--design, program-
ming, and debugging. Management of systems evolved gradually. System development
was brought under a set of standards and a structure akin to project management
techniques which had been applied successfully in management of engineering and other
similar functions in industry.
Under these new techniques, management commitments are planned in advance but
actually made incrementally, with performance in each activity serving as a basis for
continuing support of the succeeding efforts. The project concept applied to EDP
systems has been referred to as one of "creeping commitment" by management. This
process is illustrated in the table in Figure 4.
FIGURE 4
"THE CREEPING CawmmNr"
Degree of Risk of Degree of
Proceeding to Project Organizational
Completion Without Commitment to Cumulative
PROJECT ACTIVITY Further Checkpoints Project Expenditures
Initial Investigation 100% 0% 0%
Preliminary System Study 90 10 5
System Planning Study 75 25 15
System Requirements 50 50 25
System Specifications 40 60 30
Technical Requirements 30 70 35
Implementation Planning 20 80 40
Programming 15 85 70
User Training 15 85 75
System Test 10 90 80
Conversion 5 90 99
Post-Implementation Review 0 95 100
Ongoing Maintenance
Systems Development Standards
Systems development standards apply to the structuring and documenting of the
process of developing new computerized applications. Systems development standards
have two major management implications. First, a standardized process has evolved for
the development of new applications and the maintenance of old applications. This calls
for a project structure with uniform activities performed in a consistent and measurable
way. This structure can be used to understand and guide system development efforts, to
assure application of controls, and to determine where they fit in the process. Secondly,
documentation standards provide a basis for both financial and operational control
allowing the effective review of development activities and the controlled use of the
applications which are developed.
As indicated in Figure 4 above, a typical project structure involves a sequence of
activities. Each activity within a project structure has a specific scope, levels of detail,
skill requirements, control considerations and documented results. To render such a
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project structure manageable, the chief ingredient required is management itself. Where
structured system development processes have been installed successfully, management
committees have frequently assumed responsibility for commitments of resources and
monitoring of progress. Management's role is very much akin to that within any
effective capital budgeting process. In fact, where adequate capital budgeting mecha-
nisms have existed, it may be preferable to apply these mechanisms to the planning and
control of EDP resources.
Project management is the planning and controlling of the system development
process. The objectives of project management are to deliver a quality product on
schedule and within budget, to communicate an understanding of status throughout the
duration of a project, and to identify inevitable problems as early as possible providing
the ability to react with optimum results.
Prerequisites for project management include establishing understandable and meas-
urable work units. These make possible the assignment of work, identification of
completed tasks, forecasting of progress, and the detailed review of results. Included in
these work units must be predetermined quality control review points interspersed
throughout the project structure. Quality control cannot be effective if it takes place
only at the completion of a project forcing expensive revision if problems are detected. In
addition, such an approach would not allow provision for the detection of purposeful
errors or fraudulent types of alteration which might be programmed into a system.
Project Management
Project management is implemented in two phases, project planning and project
control. A project plan is a formalized statement structuring the activities of a project
for orderly implementation. Project control covers the execution of project activities.
In recent years, more and more data processing organizations have recognized the
importance of these concepts and have incorporated them in the procedures used for
major projects. In many cases, however, the importance of these concepts is not
recognized in the day-to-day maintenance activities involved in changing existing sys-
tems. Equally significant exposures to error and fraud exist in these activities.
APPLICATION CoNTROLs
One of the obvious requisites for control lies in fixing responsibilities for all persons
and departments initiating, processing, or using data. Four separate areas of control
responsibility can be defined: (1) User or source departments; (2) system designers; (3)
the EDP control group; and (4) EDP operations.
User and source departments should maintain support controls to satisfy themselves
on the quality of data on which they rely. This is a responsibility that cannot be
transferred to an EDP organization for other than the most trivial information. System
designers and project teams should assure that a range of control alternatives is
considered; that controls agreed upon by the user and EDP personnel are the most
effective and economic for each individual application; and that instructional procedures
and training are prepared and used. Particular emphasis should be given to explicit
corrective and recovery actions to be taken in case of error or failure.
The EDP control group is responsible for maintaining accountability for all data
which enters or leaves the computer center. Specific responsibilities for control of input
transactions include: (a) Maintaining schedules and communication between the EDP
department and sources and users regarding the flow and accountability of data; (b)
logging the flow of data through the EDP department and balancing of input to output;
(c) detecting missing and duplicate batches; and (d) verifying authorization for input
batches.
The EDP operations group is responsible for performing the control activities
specified-and only the actions specified-during development of the system. These
activities consist primarily of handling of files, noting that appropriate balancing of files
is being logged on the console by the software, preparing output for distribution,
responding as prescribed to errors and failures, and recording all activities.
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Input Transactions
Input-the initiation, coding and recording of data-has traditionally been the most
significant area for application of controls to computer systems. Input controls can be
expected to expand in the future because of a trend towards more remote input points.
The more scattered and distant input points become from the data processing facilities,
both geographically and organizationally, the more structured input activities must be.
Although there are many variables of environment, procedures, and controls, input
transactions can be divided, for the purposes of establishing or evaluating controls, into
four general categories: update, file maintenance, inquiry and error correction. Each
category of transactions has associated characteristics and control concerns that influ-
ence the techniques and points of control that should be considered.
Output Transactions
Output transactions are the results--the reasons for being-of data processing
systems. Output controls are primarily detective in nature. Many relate directly to, and
in some cases overlap, input controls. However, output controls have differences in
points of occurrence and emphasis. It is usually convenient to consider output transac-
tions in four categories when establishing or evaluating controls over output: working
documents, reports, reference documents and error listings. Each of these categories has
its own associated characteristics and concerns.
Application Program Processing
Controls exercised by computer application programs can be evaluated in four
different categories-transaction edits, processing logic, file controls, and machine








Applied to records or batches Isolate errors as soon as
in a transitory state; prior possible within processing
to impacting files cycle
Identify points where errors
or oversights occur as guide
to corrective activities
PROCESSING LOGIC
Applied to logical functions Detect logical errors or
performed by application oversights within programs
on computer
FILES
Insure integrity of files in Detect operator, librarian
processing by monitoring ab- or programming errors
sence or incompleteness of
records, preventing pro-
cessing of improper data,
and identifying duplicate
records presented for pro-
cessing.
MACHINE CHECKS
Controls of same three types as Eliminate or identify mal-
above, but applied by system functions in hardware and
software and hardware installation software
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FIGURE 5 (continued)
TYPES OF APPLICATION PROGRAM CONTROLS, THEIR OBJECTIVES AND EXAMPLES
EXAMPLES
TECHNIQUE FUNCTIONS PERFORMED
1. Edit routines 1. Transaction validation, format
checking, balancing, reasonable-
ness, limit and security checks
and continuity with master files
2. Batch controls 2. Balancing and serial number
checks
3. Error output 3. Identify errors in input, estab-
documents lish suspense files to assure
the completion of corrections,
define correction responsibility
1. Limit checks 1. Check high and low balances
2. Redundancy checks 2. Checks against predetermined
totals and comparisons of
recomputations
1. Installation software, 1. File identification, record
file checking totals balancing, and rmn-to-
routines run balancing
2. Application program 2. File trailer amount total
file checking routines checking, sequence checking,
file utilization measurement
1. Overflow checks 1. Detect overflow conditions--
numbers too large for spaces
provided
2. Read-after-write checks 2. Verify accurate writing on files
3. Parity checks 3. Verify accurate transmission
of information between devices
